**Professor plays on ‘Jeopardy!’**

**Professor Sara Orel chosen from 110,000 hopefuls to compete on gameshow**

BY LAURA PRATHER

Sara Orel, associate professor of art history, won the chance to be a contestant on the popular gameshow “Jeopardy!” The episode she was on aired on May 23, 2005, but that is not the end of her road. She was chosen to win the show.
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Students! Call Century 21 Whitney Agency, Inc. It is COLD outside, but we have some HOT items!

- 701 S. Sheridan • Two-bedrooms • $500
- 615 E. Friedmann • Four-bedrooms • $450
- 800 E. Missouri • Two-bedrooms • $420
- 502 S. Main • Four-bedrooms • $465
- Available May or August

Whitney Agency, Inc.
Just a sampling. Contact 918.299.1099
Or call 660.665.5678 ask for Tracy
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Annemarie Curry, associate professor of art history at Missouri State University, is one of many professors who have been invited to participate in the game show “Jeopardy!”

Orel got the chance to be the host of “Jeopardy!” with her sister, who won the contest.

Orel said she was very excited to be chosen. “It was an honor to be chosen. I didn’t think I would ever be on the show.”

Orel said, “It feels great to be able to have the opportunity to represent the University in such a positive way.”

When asked about the experience, she said, “It was amazing to be able to participate in such a prestigious game show.”
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